Postprandial lymphatic pump function after a high-fat meal: a characterization of contractility, flow, and viscosity
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Kassis T, Yarlagadda SC, Kohan AB, Tso P, Breedveld V, Dixon JB. Postprandial lymphatic pump function after a high-fat meal: a characterization of contractility, flow, and viscosity. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 310: G776–G789, 2016. First published March 11, 2016; doi:10.1152/ajpgi.00318.2015.—Dietary lipids are transported from the intestine through contractile lymphatics. Chronic lipid loads can adversely affect lymphatic function. However, the acute lymphatic pump response in the mesentery to a postprandial lipid meal has gone unexplored. In this study, we used the rat mesenteric collecting vessel as an in vivo model to quantify the effect of lipoproteins on vessel function. Lipid load was continuously monitored by using the intensity of a fluorescent fatty-acid analog, which we infused along with a fat emulsion through a duodenal cannula. The vessel contractility was simultaneously quantified. We demonstrated for the first time that collecting lymphatic vessels respond to an acute lipid load by reducing pump function. High lipid levels decreased contraction frequency and amplitude. We also showed a strong tonic response through a reduction in the end-diastolic and systolic diameters. We further characterized the changes in flow rate and viscosity and showed that both increase postprandially. In addition, shear-mediated Ca2+ signaling in lymphatic endothelial cells differed when cultured with lipoproteins. Together these results show that the in vivo response could be both shear and lipid mediated and provide the first evidence that high postprandial lipid has an immediate negative effect on lymphatic function even in the acute setting.
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Nearly all dietary lipids enter the venous circulation via the lymphatics (57), which transport chylomicrons from the villi of the small intestine through the lymphatic vessel network to the thoracic duct where lymph is emptied into the blood via the left subclavian vein (24, 40, 58, 73). There is a rapid increase in triglyceride (TG) content in lymph after a lipid-rich meal (74), and how lymphatics respond to functionally handle this increased lipid load remains unclear. Lymph is drained through the intestinal lymphatics in large part through the intrinsic pumping activity of the collecting vessels and one-way valves, which prevent backflow (22, 34). The collecting lymphatic vessels contain lymphatic smooth muscle cells that cause phasic and tonic contractile reactions (38, 79). The collecting vessels’ contractility result in a pumping mechanism that provides an active transport system to move lymph from peripheral tissue into venous circulation. It has been shown that this pumping mechanism can be modulated by a variety of substances including nitric oxide (NO) (60, 64), histamine (56), prostaglandins (55, 72), and hormones (66), many of which can be mechanically regulated to alter pump function in response to intraluminal pressure (19) and wall shear stress (28). The pump response of collecting lymphatics in the mesentery after a lipid meal occurs in the context of both a highly dynamic biomechanical and biological microenvironment.

The lymphatic vasculature has recently been implicated in a variety of lipid-related pathologies (24, 36, 83). Several studies have shown strong correlations between obesity, high levels of circulating lipoproteins, and lymphatic dysfunction (4, 10, 16, 32, 33, 35, 37, 39, 52, 54, 61, 63, 65, 77, 82, 84). There has been a growing interest lately in the role that lymphatics play in the development and progression of lipid-related diseases and in quantitatively describing the evidently strong interplay between lipids and lymphatic vessel structural and functional behavior (24, 83). Although recent studies provide significant evidence that lymphatic function and the local lipid environment are highly influenced by one another, it is less clear how the main collecting lymphatics that drain the lipid-rich lymph of the intestine functionally respond to the rapid increase in lipid load that occurs in response to a lipid-rich meal. Given the regional heterogeneity of lymphatic pump performance (28, 30), knowledge of the contractile response to lipid exposure in the lymphatic tissue bed that encounters the largest potential lipid load will provide a framework for understanding the global lymphatic response to pathological lipid levels. Although it is well established that circulating lipoproteins interact with the vascular endothelium to elicit endothelium-mediated vascular responses that have been attributed to vascular disease (69, 75), it is not known whether such interactions also occur within the lymphatic endothelium and whether they cause measurable changes in the pump function of the vessel that could result in pathologically low lymph transport capacity. Previously, we reported the development of an intravitral imaging system capable of simultaneously tracking lymphatic pump function and lipid load in vivo in the rat mesentery (45). In this study we utilized this system to quantify the phasic and tonic contractile response of mesenteric prenodal lymphatics as they transitioned from a state of fasting to a postprandial lipid load. We hypothesized that as lipid concentration in the mesenteric vessel increases postprandially, the vessel will functionally respond to acute lipid exposure in a manner that is
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similar to pathological nonmesenteric vessels and exhibit a decrease in intrinsic lymphatic pump function. To determine whether the responses seen postprandially were shear mediated, we further quantified mesenteric duct lymph flow rates and lymph viscosity and reported the first measurements of transient postprandial lymph viscosity values. To further investigate the potential of an endothelial mediated response we quantified intracellular Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in response to shear stress following incubation of lymphatic endothelial cells with lipoproteins.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animal model and ethical approval.** Male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 180–280 g (Charles River, Wilmington, MA) were chosen to facilitate comparative studies of lymphatic contractility to previous studies performed on the same strain. Both lipid (n = 8) and saline (n = 6) groups were provided with the same standard chow diet. Rats were fasted for 48 h before each experiment while water was available ad libitum. One sugar cube was provided per rat the day after fasting began. All experiments were carried out under general isoflurane anesthesia and animals were continuously monitored for signs of distress. Internal body temperature was maintained at 37–38°C with a feedback-controlled setup. Following the experimental procedure rats were euthanized with a cut in the diaphragm while still under anesthesia. All animal procedures were approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology Internal Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and complied with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

**Preimaging surgical preparation.** After a surgical area around the abdominal cavity was shaved, a 2-cm incision was made at the midline starting 1 cm below the xiphoid process. The stomach was located and gently moved to the outside of the abdomen to expose the duodenum. A small incision was then made in the duodenum with a surgical scalpel and a small silicone tube was inserted into the incision and fixed to the outside of the duodenum with topical tissue adhesive (GLUure, Abbott, Worcester, MA). The stomach and duodenum were then placed back into the abdominal cavity. A single surgical suture was used to reduce the opening of the abdominal incision to ~1 cm. A segment of the small intestine distal to the duodenum was exteriorized and stabilized in a groove between two acrylic plates, thus exposing the mesentery over an imaging window covered with a glass slide. An albumin physiological salt solution (APSS; in mM: 145.0 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 2.0 CaCl\textsubscript{2}, 1.2 MgSO\textsubscript{4}, 1.2 NaH\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4}, 5.0 glucose, 2.0 sodium pyruvate, 0.02 EDTA, 3.0 MOPS, and 1 g/l BSA) (all reagents from Sigma, St. Louis, MO) with pH adjusted to 7.4 ± 0.1 at 38°C was temperature controlled to 36–39°C and flowed at a rate of 21 ml/min. Lymph samples were continuously collected on ice every 15 min for 4 h. The feeding tube was secured with a purse-string ligature in the stomach. Both the lymph cannula and the duodenal feeding tube were exteriorized through the right flank; the abdomen was then closed in two layers. After surgery, the animals were placed in Bollman restraining cages and allowed to recover overnight (18 h). The animals were kept in a temperature-regulated chamber (24°C) to prevent hypothermia. To compensate for fluid and electrolyte loss due to lymphatic drainage, a 5% glucose-saline solution was infused into the duodenum at 3 ml/h for 6–7 h, followed by an overnight infusion of saline only at 3 ml/h.

Following overnight recovery, fasting lymph was collected for 1 h prior to a 3-ml duodenal bolus of lipid (2.2 ml Liposyn II and 0.8 ml saline). At 30 min following the bolus, a 0.9% saline infusion was provided at 3 ml/h for the remainder of the study period. Lymph samples were continuously collected on ice every 15 min for 4 h. The anticoagulant-containing samples were treated in the same manner except upon collection a cocktail of 10% by volume of an antiproteolytic cocktail (0.25 M EDTA, 0.80 mg/ml aprotinin and 80 U/ml heparin) was added to each collection tube.

**Triglyceride and viscosity measurements of mesenteric lymph.** Lymphatic TG concentrations were determined by use of a commercially available kit (Randox TG, Randox Laboratories, Crumlin, Northern Ireland, UK). Lymph samples were shipped on ice overnight from Cincinnati, OH to Atlanta, GA for viscosity measurements. Fluorescent carboxylate-modified polystyrene (PS) FluoroSpheres (Molecular Probes) with 1.0-μm diameters and 3% polydispersity were used; Pluronic F-127 (EO\textsubscript{108}PO\textsubscript{70}EO\textsubscript{108}, molecular weight ~12,600) from Sigma Chemicals was used without further purification for surface modification of the PS particles to prevent nonspecific interactions between the lymph and the tracer particles (46). Samples were prepared by combining 1.5 μl of tracer particle suspension with 50 μl...
of lymph and gently mixing the samples by repeated loading and dispensing of the pipette. The samples were then loaded into ~100-μm-thick sample chambers, which were created by placing parafilm spacers between a microscope slide and coverslip and sealed with vacuum grease to prevent evaporation. The samples were placed on the Peltier-controlled thermal microscope stage (PE100-L12, Linkam Scientific Instruments) that was used for effective temperature control of the sample during measurements; the sample temperature was carefully monitored via a thermocouple (HH11B, Omega) that was mounted inside the sample chamber.

Viscosity information of the samples was obtained by performing statistical analysis of the mobility of colloidal tracer particles via particle tracking video microscopy (PTVM) (17). The Brownian motion of fluorescent tracer particles in the samples was monitored at 38°C (rat internal body temperature) via an optical microscope (Leica DM-IRB) with a ×63 objective, and movies were captured by using a CCD camera (Cohu 4920, Poway, CA; 30 fps and 640 × 480 pixel resolution). Subsequently the recorded movies were analyzed with software developed with Interactive Data Language (ITT Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, CO). Because Brownian motion leads to small particle displacements on these time scales and is highly sensitive to external vibrational noise, all experiments were performed on a vibration-isolated optical table. After obtaining video images, we utilized a standard brightness-weighted centroid method to identify the particle trajectories. The method uses four major steps: restoring the image, locating possible particle centers, refining particle positions/eliminating unwanted particles, and linking particle positions in subsequent frames into trajectories (8). A control sample with well-documented viscosity (deionized water at 38°C) was used to confirm the accuracy of our protocol.

Through the Einstein-Stokes relation it is possible to relate the mean squared displacement (MSD) of the particles during the time interval τ and the viscosity of the fluid by using the following expression:

$$\text{MSD} = \frac{d \cdot k_B \cdot T}{3 \cdot \pi \cdot \eta \cdot a} \cdot \tau \quad (1)$$

where \(d\) is the dimensionality of the trajectories (typically \(d = 2\) in PTVM), \(k_B\) is Boltzmann’s constant, \(T\) is the absolute temperature, \(\eta\) is the viscosity, and \(a\) is the radius of the particle. Therefore, a linear relationship is expected between MSD and \(\tau\) with the slope, which can be obtained from data fitting of MSD measurements as a function of \(\tau\), being:

$$\text{slope} = \frac{\text{MSD}}{\tau} = \frac{d \cdot k_B \cdot T}{3 \cdot \pi \cdot \eta \cdot a} \quad (2)$$

Solving for the viscosity, \(\eta\), yields the following relation:

$$\eta = \frac{d \cdot k_B \cdot T}{3 \cdot \pi \cdot a \cdot \text{slope}} \quad (3)$$

**Lymphatic endothelial cell culture.** Human dermal microvascular endothelial neonatal lymphatic cells (HMVEC-dlyNeo, Lonza, New York, NY) were cultured in T25 polystyrene flasks at a seeding density of 5,000 cells/cm². Flasks were coated for 1 h at room temperature with a collagen solution containing type I rat tail collagen (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) at a concentration of 50 μg/ml in 0.1% acetic acid (Sigma). The cells were grown in EB-2 supplemented with the EGM-2 BulletKit (both from Lonza). Cells in the flasks were grown to passage 6 and trypsinized at 60–90% confluency preceding seeding in the flow chambers. Cells used for all experiments were at passage 7 within the flow chambers.

**Flow chamber setup and Fluor-4 dye loading.** To impose flow, cells were seeded in a polystyrene-based flow chamber measuring 3.8 mm in width and 0.4 mm in height (μ-Slide VI 0.4 ibiTreat, IBIDI, Munich, Germany). The flow chambers were coated with the same collagen solution as above for 1 h. Cells were then seeded at a density of 20,000 cells/cm² and given 48 h to reach full confluency. Experiments were carried out 48 h postseeding. EB-2 culture medium was replenished at 24 h. For the case of the VLDL-treated group, cells were incubated for 24 h with 10 mg/ml TG content (in EB-2) from human plasma (Lee Biosolutions, St. Louis, MO). Immediately before the start of an experiment, cells within the flow chambers were rinsed 2× with prewarmed serum-free DMEM-F12 (Life Technologies). DMEM-F12 with HEPES was used for pH stability at room temperature and CO₂ levels. In addition, because of autofluorescence of phenol red in the green channel, the medium chosen was phenol red free. All uses of DMEM-F12 in this study were serum free. To image intracellular calcium dynamics, Fluo-4 AM (Life Technologies) with a final concentration of 10 μM in DMEM-F12 as a buffer was incubated with the cells for 30 min at 37°C. Cells were then washed 2× with DMEM-F12 at room temperature and incubated in the same medium for 20 min at room temperature to allow complete deesterification of the AM esters.

**Shear-induced intracellular Ca²⁺ measurements.** A custom-built LabVIEW virtual instrument was created to control a 12-roller Ismatec REGLO Digital MS-4/12 peristaltic pump (IDEX Health and Science, Glattbrugg, Switzerland) by using RS-232 commands sent at a sampling period of 200 ms to the pump in an approach similar to that previously published (48). The program has the capability of imposing any arbitrary flow waveform. For this study an upward ramp going from 0 to 4 dyn/cm² was used. The stimulus lasted for 1 min. Imaging was carried out on a Zeiss Axioobserver inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss Microimaging, Jena, Germany) with a ×20 objective. A back-illuminated CCD camera (PIXIS 1024B, Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ) was used to acquire fluorescent images with 500-ms integration time at 1-s intervals. A mercury lamp source set at 20% intensity (X-Cite, Lumon Dynamics, Mississauga, ON, Canada) was used to continuously excite the Fluor-4 dye. Fluorescence intensity was quantified using ImageJ by drawing a small region of interest (ROI) inside the nucleus of each cell. For each field of view, 40–45 cells were randomly chosen for quantification. An ROI over an area clear of cells was used to correct for background fluorescence for each image individually. The output metric used (F/F₀) represents the fluorescence signal, F, divided by the average fluorescence for all images preceding the stimulus, F₀. Images were saved and analyzed as 16-bit TIFFs. All image acquisition was carried out in Micro-Manager (26). All Ca²⁺ experiments were carried out within a temperature-controlled incubator at 27°C because Fluor-4 showed very high leakage rates out of lymphatic endothelial cells at 37°C, making it extremely difficult to run these studies at physiological temperatures. We captured 30 s of baseline (F₀) before stimulating the cells.

**Statistics.** Eight rats were used for the lipid-infused group and six for the saline controls. For each rat a single vessel was imaged. The Pearson correlation coefficient was used as a correlation index. Data for the in vivo lipid treatment study were not normally distributed as determined by a D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test; thus a nonparametric one-way ANOVA with Kruskal-Wallis test of comparison was used. ANOVA was followed by correction for multiple comparisons. Six independent Ca²⁺ experiments were carried out for each group. For each experiment, 40–45 randomly chosen cells within the field of view were quantified to give an average for that experiment. The fluorescence intensity signal representing intracellular Ca²⁺ was divided into upstroke and downstroke regions. The upstroke was fitted to an exponential growth function while the downstroke was fitted to an exponential decay function. All results are reported as means ± standard deviation unless otherwise noted. For all tests, statistical significance was
defined as $P \leq 0.05$. All statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism v6 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA).

RESULTS

Imaging vessel contractile behavior in response to lipid load. By imaging the fluorescence emission of BODIPY C$_{16}$ in a mesenteric vessel (Fig. 1A), we were able to track the lipid uptake dynamics of a vessel after lipid arrival in the corresponding intestinal segment drained by that vessel (Fig. 1B). Previously, we demonstrated that the kinetics of BODIPY C$_{16}$ into lymph closely follows that of TG, making it a suitable reporter for tracking lymph TG levels over time (45). Lipid is first detected in the collecting vessel immediately draining the intestine within 15 min of appearing in the corresponding intestinal segment. This detection was followed by a rapid rise in lymph lipid level that peaked between 60 and 80 min postarrival of the lipid in the intestinal loop section being imaged. The high-speed bright-field video provided a clear view of the mesenteric vessel walls and was used to quantify diameter changes over time for every 1-min interval (Fig. 1C), allowing us to extract and quantify various parameters of vessel pump function including contraction frequency (Fig. 1D), contraction amplitude, average diameter, and end-diastolic/systolic diameters. Calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the relative lipid concentration over a 1-min interval and the respective pump function parameter over that same time interval suggested that increases in lipid load resulted in a decrease in the contractile activity of the lymphatic vessel [correlations ranged between $-0.15$ and $-0.30$ (Fig. 1E)]. To analyze this in more detail, we utilized the BODIPY fluorescence intensity signal and segmented the experimental data into three discrete groups [1) no lipid, 2) low lipid, and 3) high lipid (Fig. 1F)] and calculated vessel pump functional parameters for each of these loads. The fluorescence interval that we chose to represent each of these groups was chosen as to have extreme lipid values, noting that only four vessels reached the extreme high lipid loads. For the purpose of statistical analysis, the data points from all rats were pooled and each 1-min data segment with its corresponding lipid content was treated as a data point.

Contraction frequency and amplitude (phasic response) decrease in response to lipid. Utilizing the obtained diameter tracings, we quantified two key parameters describing the phasic response of the lymphatic vessel, contraction frequency and contraction amplitude, and showed that they both decrease with an increase in lipid load. Contraction frequency showed a slightly negative correlation with BODIPY concentration, $R^2 = 0.1$ (Fig. 2A). The points where contraction frequency is zero represented video segments in which the vessel did not physically contract within the 1-min video segment being quantified. The contraction amplitude also exhibited a similar negative correlation, $R^2 = 0.1$ (Fig. 2B). As described earlier we further divided the lipid load into 1) no load, 2) low lipid, and 3) high lipid. Contraction frequency was inversely related to lipid load and decreased from an average of $10.2 \pm 6.9$ cpm when no lipid was present in the vessel to $1.8 \pm 3.4$ cpm with a high lipid load ($P = 0.0001$), with several vessels exhibiting no contraction at that load. Even low lipid loads caused a significant decrease in contraction frequency compared with no lipid ($P = 0.0174$). There was no difference between the contraction frequency of vessels prior to lipid uptake compared with vessels draining from the intestines that were infused with saline ($P > 0.9999$) (Fig. 2C). Contraction amplitude averaged $\sim 10.0 \pm 4.9$ $\mu$m in saline-infused animals and $10.3 \pm 7.4$ $\mu$m in lipid-infused animals when there was no lipid in the vessel, whereas in vessels with high lipid loads the contraction amplitude significantly decreased fivefold to $1.9 \pm 4.5$ $\mu$m ($P < 0.0001$). Taken together these results suggest a reduction in the phasic contractility of rat mesenteric lymphatics after an intraduodenal infusion of lipid.

Average and end-diastolic/systolic diameters (tonic response) also decrease in response to lipid. In addition to a phasic contractile response, lymphatics are also known to exhibit a tonic contractile response with different underlying molecular mechanisms regulating the phasic and tonic responses (78). To track changes in vessel tone over time, we quantified three parameters that are most reflective of the tonic response that have been reported in isolated, perfused lymphatic vessels: average diameter, end-diastolic diameter, and end-systolic diameter. All three parameters decrease with an increase in lipid load, suggesting a measurable tonic response of the vessel to an infusion of lipid (Fig. 3, A, C, and E). The average diameter decreased from $82 \pm 25$ to $\sim 50 \pm 27$ $\mu$m under high lipid vs. no lipid ($P = 0.0088$). There was no statistical difference between no lipid and the saline control group ($P = 0.2940$) (Fig. 3B). Following a similar trend to the average diameter, the end-diastolic diameter decreased from $86 \pm 26$ to $52 \pm 30$ $\mu$m under high lipid ($P = 0.0096$). There was no difference in average end-diastolic diameter between the no lipid and saline controls ($P = 0.2843$) (Fig. 3D). The end-systolic diameter decreased from $78 \pm 24$ to $42 \pm 12$ $\mu$m under high lipid ($P = 0.0001$). Similar to the end-diastolic diameter, there was no difference between the no lipid and saline controls ($P = 0.5439$) (Fig. 3F).

Lymphatics maintain constant pump function throughout imaging procedure. Since the rat is maintained under anesthesia and the mesenteric vessels are exposed to imaging for over 2 h, there was some concern that loss of contractile activity could occur over time and thus result in the reduction of pump function that was observed during periods of high lipid vessel content. Thus we tested various anesthesia protocols including ketamine/xylazine, fentanyl/droperidol, and isoflurane. For all of our experiments we used isoflurane. We chose isoflurane because other anesthesia significantly reduced intestinal peristalsis and caused the lipid solution to not reach the area of the intestine we were imaging within any reasonable amount of time (data not shown). Intestinal peristalsis is also important for the digestive and absorptive process of lipid and hence inhibiting that will greatly affect the process. The contraction frequency we obtained for the control rats (under isoflurane) is similar to those reported in previous studies using a different anesthesia consisting of fentanyl/droperidol cocktail (84). All animals were kept under a constant plane of anesthesia throughout all procedures. In addition to anesthesia concerns, the mesenteric bed becomes stretched because of the significant distention of the intestinal wall as the bolus of lipid arrives, which could also potentially alter contractile function since lymphatic vessels are likely highly sensitive to axial stretch. To account for these effects, we designated a group of control rats that underwent the same procedure except they were given an equal volume infusion of saline instead of lipid.
The contraction frequency and amplitude showed a very modest decrease over time in the saline control rats (Fig. 4, A and B), but comparing the phasic response metrics at the same interval in time when we typically see the high lipid load in the lipid-infused rats showed that the percentage decrease for both metrics was significantly higher in the lipid group. Specifically, there was an 86% decrease in contraction frequency compared with 16% in controls (P = 0.019) and 76% decrease in
contraction amplitude compared with 16\% in controls \((P = 0.049)\) (Fig. 4F). The average, end-diastolic, and end-systolic diameters also showed a slight decrease in the saline control rats (Fig. 4, C–E), but comparing the tonic response metrics at the same interval in time when we typically see the high lipid load in the lipid-infused rats showed that the percentage decrease for all three metrics was significantly higher in the lipid group. Specifically, there was a 41\% decrease in average diameter compared with 8\% in controls \((P = 0.005)\), a 43\% decrease in end-diastolic diameter compared with 9\% in controls \((P = 0.006)\), and a 37\% decrease in end-systolic diameter compared with an actual increase of 3\% in controls \((P = 0.01)\) (Fig. 4F). All this suggests that the phasic and tonic responses observed in the presence of high lipid loads are not an indirect result of the infusion procedure itself.

Lymph flow and viscosity increase with lipid uptake. Although we sought to measure flow rates in the vessel utilizing our previously published approach (21, 45), we were only able to accomplish this in the control rats where the average flow rate for the 120-min period was 19.43 ± 13.45 \(\mu\)l/h (Fig. 5A) with high variability among individual rats (Fig. 5B) but no evident changing trend. These measurements were not possible in the lipid-infused rats because of the low contrast between lymphocytes and the surrounding lymph. This low contrast was most likely due to the dramatic increase in chylomicron concentration, which acted as light scattering agents (note, lymph turns milky white after a high-fat meal) (71). Therefore, we utilized a lymph collection technique to determine flow rate changes from the intestine in response to our lipid meal by cannulating the mesenteric duct on a set of different lipid-infused rats (see MATERIALS AND METHODS).

The mesenteric duct lymph flow rate varied with different rats. The typical trend showed an initial decrease in flow rate from 39 ± 10 to 13.6 ± 9 \(\mu\)l/min after 30 min from the start of lymph collection and then began a gradual increase to a peak of 63 ± 28 \(\mu\)l/min at ∼180 min. Flow rate did not return to baseline value within the 4-h data collection period (Fig. 5C). To determine the transient changes in viscosity following a high-fat meal, TG concentration and lymph flow rate samples were collected at 15-min intervals for up to 4 h following the start of duodenal lipid infusion. The average lymph TG concentration ranged from 107 ± 48 mg/dl at the start of lymph collection to 709 ± 205 mg/dl at 4 h with a peak mean of 1,098 ± 487 mg/dl occurring at 2 h. TG concentration increased relatively steeply up to 2 h and then started a gradual decline (Fig. 5C). The average lymph viscosity ranged from 0.70 ± 0.1 cP to 2 h and then started a gradual decline (Fig. 5D). TG concentration did not return to baseline fasting values within the 4-h data collection interval.

Lymph has been shown to contain small amounts of coagulating factors that tend to promote coagulation upon collection and thus affect viscosity (12, 27). So we sought to quantify the changes in viscosity that might result from a modified proce-
dure through the addition of an anticoagulant. We found that in one of the rats the viscosity peak was as high as 1.32 cP (Fig. 5E) whereas the average lymph viscosity for all rats combined peaked at 1.04 cP compared with 0.79 cP when no anticoagulant was present in the samples. The mean fasting and maximum viscosities were 0.83 and 1.14 cP, respectively (Fig. 5F).

Shear sensitivity of lipid-conditioned lymphatic endothelial cells. Calcium has been shown to be a secondary messenger in lymphatic endothelial cells (LECs) upon activation with wall shear stress (WSS) (41). To test whether exposure to lipoproteins affected the cells’ calcium response to WSS, we incubated lymphatic endothelial cells with VLDL at 10 mg/ml TG concentration (typical elevated levels occurring in rat mesenteric lymph after a high-fat meal, Fig. 5C) for 24 h. To determine what shear stress level activated the calcium response we used a ramp profile going from 0 to 4 dyn/cm² over a 1-min period and quantified Fluo-4 fluorescence for both control and VLDL-treated conditions. The shear stimulus was then stopped and imaging continued for an additional 2.5 min to capture the kinetics of intracellular calcium decay. Lipid exposure resulted in a slower decay of the intracellular calcium response mostly due to higher average intensity per cell before the 120-s mark and a higher number of cells remaining in their “activated” state after that (Fig. 6, A and B). Looking more closely at the time frame when we start seeing an increase in fluorescence there was no difference between both conditions (Fig. 6C). We calculated the moving standard deviation over time, where the...
standard deviation is that of the cell population within one experiment (i.e., FOV). We defined a standard deviation of 0.25 as indicating a response by the cells (the higher the SD the more cells are activated within the FOV). With this we were able to determine that for both conditions a shear stress value of 0.11 dyn/cm² elicited a response, which is well within the physiological range of WSS reported in mesenteric lymphatics (22, 45) (Fig. 6D). We further wanted to quantify the fluorescence intensity signal and divided the typical intensity profile, such as in Fig. 6A, into a upstroke and downstroke region in the similar approach to a previous study (41). We fit the upstroke region to an exponential growth function and quantified the time constant, $\tau$, and doubling time $T_{d}$. There was no significant difference between the VLDL-treated group and the control for either parameter ($P = 0.46$ and $0.60$, respectively) (Fig. 6E). Similarly, we fit the downstroke region to an exponential decay function and quantified $\tau$ and the half-life $T_{1/2}$ ($P = 0.28$ and 0.18, respectively) (Fig. 6F). Although these parameters were not significantly different, the area under the curve for the downstroke region was significantly larger for the VLDL-treated group ($P = 0.0017$), indicating a more prolonged $Ca^{2+}$ response in LECs treated with VLDL (Fig. 6G).

**DISCUSSION**

Although lipid uptake kinetics by lymphatics has been extensively studied and reported in literature, most of these studies were carried out by collecting lymph via the mesenteric lymphatic duct (47) or though in vitro cultures (23, 59). Recent
work has provided great insight into the mechanism of lipid uptake into the intestinal lacteal and showed for the first time that the lacteals, and not just the collecting vessels, exhibit contractility (15). Previous studies looking at lymph lipid content used in vitro assays on collected lymph based on the hydrolysis of TG and a fluorescence colorimetric readout (11). Despite the fact that TG assays are more sensitive and provide a more direct measurement of TG, they cannot be used for real-time intraluminal TG monitoring. We have previously shown that lymph fluorescence of BODIPY C16 correlates quite strongly with total lymph TG (45), thus giving us a real-time measurement of the lipid content in the vessel and allowing us to quantify the instantaneous vessel response upon lipid exposure. In addition, and since our technique allows us to visualize when lipid first appears in the intestinal region drained by a given lymphatic, we were able to determine the total time for lipid absorption, packaging of chylomicrons, release into the villi and uptake into the lacteal. Lipid can first be detected in the mesenteric collecting vessel within 10–20 min and reaches a maximum concentration around 60–80 min. The time frame previously reported for chylomicrons to first appear in the mesenteric lymphatic duct was reported to be around 14–22 min and to peak around 2–3 h (74). The data in our study, taken in conjunction with in vitro studies reporting the kinetics of chylomicron formation and uptake, provide valuable information on the function of the lymphatic system postprandially.

**Fig. 5.** Measuring changes in flow rate, viscosity, and TG content postprandially. A: flow rate for the control rats can be measured thanks to the fact that there is large inherent contrast between lymphocytes and the surrounding lymph. Similar measurements cannot be made, however, on the lipid-infused rats. Flow rate in control rats (infused with saline) does not significantly change upon infusion; n = 5, error bars represent SD. B: a more detailed view of A where each rat is plotted individually to show the large intra-animal variability. C: mesenteric duct flow rate and lymph TG both increase upon duodenal lipid infusion. D: viscosity increases with an increase in lipid content. E: average lymph viscosity when an anticoagulant is added to the samples is 1.04 ± 0.2 cP. F: peak viscosity increases after lipid infusion compared with fasting lymph.
micron synthesis and release by enterocytes, suggest that uptake of chylomicrons into the lacteal is quite rapid and that enterocyte absorption and chylomicron synthesis are the primary rate-limiting steps of lipid uptake. In fact, a very recent study has shown that lipid can be seen in both the enterocytes and lacteal within 1 min and rises quickly within 15 min (15).

After the infusion of a lipid emulsion the vessel responded by reducing the phasic contraction frequency and amplitude and through reducing the overall average vessel diameter, the end-diastolic, and the end-systolic diameters. The reduction in phasic contractility appears to agree with similar results reported in mesenteric collecting lymphatic vessels isolated from a rat metabolic syndrome model (84) and in vivo in obese mice (4) but is in disagreement with one in vivo study in which rats infused with olive oil demonstrated a significant increase in collecting lymphatic contraction frequency (54). Their study was limited in its quantitative description of vessel luminal lipid content and thus it is difficult to compare their results with those presented here but when they binned their data as to have three levels of lipid concentration there was a statistically significant decrease in vessel contraction frequency with the increase in lipid concentration. It is worth noting that the fatty acid content for both Intralipid and olive oil is similar except that Intralipid has a higher level of the polyunsaturated omega-6 linoleic acid than olive oil whereas olive oil is richer in the monounsaturated omega-9 oleic acid (53). The decrease in phasic contractility presented in our study could be attributable to a variety of factors including oxidative stress due to lipoprotein oxidation, through induced nitric oxide (iNOS)-mediated NO (51) or histamine (56), both of which are released by activated lymph resident immune cells that double in density after a lipid meal (54). However, these factors would not explain the strong tonic response we observed in the lymphatics in response to high lipid, as both NO and histamine are known to have strong vasorelaxation effects on lymphatics.

Lymphatic vessel tone is usually defined as being the percent difference between the passive diameter of the vessel under Ca²⁺/H₁₁₀₀₁⁻⁻⁻ free conditions at a given pressure and the end-diastolic diameter with the presences of Ca²⁺/H₁₁₀₀₁⁻⁻⁻ at the same pressure (84). Although we are unable to directly quantify vessel tone in this...
manner in vivo, because we have no control over the pressure or the Ca²⁺ concentration, we interpret a reduction in the end-diastolic diameter as indicative of a tonic response. A variety of factors have been previously shown to cause vessel constriction in lymphatics; these include elevated downstream pressures (66), increased local vessel pressure (18), inhibition of VEGFR-3 (9), certain concentrations of histamine (25), and arachidonic acid metabolites (44). Interestingly, both arachidonic acid and prostaglandin H2 (PGH₂) produced very similar responses when added to isolated sheep lymphatics as seen in our study, namely a reduction in phasic contractility while increasing vessel tone (44). Thromboxane (a metabolite of PGH₂) has been shown to be increased in response to a fatty meal in humans (20), and thromboxane has been previously shown to act as vasoconstrictor of blood vessels in the gut to limit food-induced increases in capillary exchange capacity (2). The extent that the observed lipid induced changes in lymphatic contractile function could be mediated through arachidonic acid metabolites warrants future attention.

Perhaps most surprising is that lymph flow is significantly elevated in the downstream mesenteric lymphatic duct during lipid absorption even though pump function in the prenodal collectors is reduced. Although apparently contradictory at first, there are two possible explanations for how this could occur. One possibility is that in the case of lipid absorption the intrinsic pump is no longer the primary driver of lymphatic flow, since lymph could be driven by elevated extrinsic factors such as enhanced lymph formation from microvascular filtration and enhanced intestinal peristalsis. Thus changes in lymphatics in classical definitions of lymphatic pump performance (such as fractional pump flow) are not representing the actual flow in the vessel. Another possibility could be that flow in the prenodal collectors is actually reduced and the elevated flow in the mesenteric duct is due to fluid exchange at the lymph node going from the blood vasculature to the lymphatic. It has been demonstrated both experimentally and computationally that under certain conditions Starling’s forces favor fluid leaving the circulation and entering the lymphatics in the lymph node (1, 42).

Lymph flow within collecting vessels continuously exposes the lymphatic endothelium to wall shear stress (22), which has been shown to play a primary role in vessel development and function. Low shear stress levels are required for both the formation of structurally sound lymphatic vessels (14, 43, 50, 62) and maintenance of lymphatic endothelial cell identity (14). Shear stress also actively modulates the pumping response of the vessel, and hence transport, through the differential release of vasoactive substances, such as NO and histamine (31, 68, 80). This response seems to vary with the physiological region of the vessels whereby the thoracic duct has been shown to be the most sensitive to shear stress, drastically reducing its pumping when exposed to flow and thus lowering its resistance to flow and behaving as a passive conduit. Mesenteric vessels, on the other hand, are less sensitive to shear stress, maintaining some of their function as a pump even in the presence of fluid flow (28, 29). Regardless, fluid shear stress within the lymphatic is crucial in understanding lymphatic behavior particularly in the context of intestinal absorption. For example, any changes in microvascular filtration that occur postprandially would produce substantial changes on the fluid load and thus wall shear stress experienced by the lymphatics. Thus it is difficult to definitively say whether the observed changes in lymphatic function under high lipid load are a direct result of lipid altering LEC function or an indirect result due to changes in capillary filtration. It is well established that lipid absorption enhances capillary filtration and thus increases lymph flow (74) and was confirmed in our lymph cannulation studies here as well (Fig. 5C). Given that flow rate is elevated in the lymphatics after lipid absorption, it is surprising that the vessel exhibited a tonic response rather than dilating, which would suggest that the observed effects are not merely a wall shear stress response due to capillary filtration changes. Although, unfortunately, we did not monitor central venous pressure through the entire procedure, we did monitor fluid and tissue hydration and intestinal distension through the infusion of saline controls.

Lymph viscosity, along with flow rate and vessel diameter, is an important contributing factor to shear stress. One of the most dramatic changes in lymph content occurs in the mesenteric lymphatic vessels that transport absorbed lipids from the small intestine to the mesenteric lymphatic duct. These changes are especially dramatic after a high-fat meal when lipid concentration dramatically increases compared with the fasting state. Although there are currently methods to measure the changes in lymph flow rates and vessel diameter (22, 45) and to impose arbitrary lymphatic flow waveforms in vitro (48), it has been very difficult to estimate the contribution of viscosity changes to shear stress resulting from the increase in lymphatic lipid concentration. Most studies estimating shear stress in lymphatics refer to a 1917 study to provide an estimate for lymph viscosity, where Burton-Opitz and Nemser (12) measured the viscosity of dog lymph after feeding a high-fat meal. They accomplished this by collecting lymph from the thoracic duct and measuring the time required for the passage of lymph through a capillary tube at a given pressure. Unfortunately, this method cannot be used with small lymph volumes, preventing measurements in smaller animal models, regional measurements from various lymph formation sources, and temporal measurements over short drainage intervals. More recently, Bouta et al. (6, 7), reported in vivo lymph viscosity in the collecting lymphatic draining the hindlimb by calculating the diffusion coefficient of fluorescently labeled albumin following in vivo multiphoton fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (MP-FRAP) and then utilizing the Stokes-Einstein equation to estimate the viscosity. However, this technique is problematic for producing absolute measurements of viscosity due to the numerous assumptions that are violated when this technique is utilized in vivo. The main hindrance in measuring lymph viscosity has been the relatively small sample volumes collected through the various lymph collection techniques (47). These small volumes make it difficult to obtain complex fluid properties through conventional rheology measurements, which typically require sample volumes larger than a milliliter (13). As a result of miniaturization, improvements in imaging technology and computing power, a new category of rheology, microrheology, has emerged. Microrheology probes the material response on micrometer length scales and typically requires less than 10 μl of sample (8), with the ability to even probe intracellular rheological properties (81). Here we utilized a passive microrheology technique that uses the Brownian motion of embedded fluorescence particles to accurately measure the viscosities of rat lymph during a fasting state as well as the transient changes occurring over a 4-h period following a high-fat meal. We showed that the viscosity of lymph increases by as
mucosal layer of the jejunum, which is comprised of MCT oil, which increases the viscosity of the lymph and increases the risk of lymphatic obstruction. Additionally, the increased lipid content in lymph possibly restores lymphatic vessels to their normal functional capacity.

While our in vivo animal model along with the developed imaging tools provide a platform to study the effect of lipids on lymphatic pump response, there were several limitations to our understanding of the physiological postprandial response. The procedure is highly invasive, requires anesthetic, and alters the vessel’s mechanical environment. Care was taken to minimize these effects by including control rats that underwent all of the same surgical and mechanical perturbations but received a bolus of saline in the intestine rather than lipid. Since we cannot measure lymphatic flow in the local vessel, it makes it difficult to ascertain whether alterations in fluid shear stress during lipid absorption might be partially responsible for the pump function response. This is because the vessel diameter is increased as a function of lipid uptake, one would expect shear would increase and classical shear-sensitive pathways to increase vessel diameter and decrease contractility would be activated. The observation that the vessel diameter significantly decreases with high lipid suggests that the pump response observed in vivo is not shear mediated. Our in vitro studies suggest that levels of lipid exposure similar to those observed in vivo can alter the calcium response of lymphatics by increasing cytoplasmic calcium retention of calcium (as a result of either increased extracellular influx or mobilization from intracellular stores) and the percentage of activated cells. Our combined observations of elevated LEC cytoplasmic calcium after VLDL exposure and a significant loss of diastolic relaxation in vivo in the presence of high lipid suggest that, similar to the blood vasculature, lipid can directly alter shear-mediated events in the lymphatics (69, 75). The consequence of high lipid on downstream signaling events that modulate the vessel diameter is an important area of research that warrants further exploration as the work here is the first to report the interactions between shear and lipid in the lymphatic endothelium.

Quantifying the acute functional response of mesenteric lymphatic vessels during lipid absorption of a high-fat meal is crucial to understanding numerous clinical pathologies where lipids have been implicated in malformations and dysfunctional lymphatic vessels (67). For example, in some protein-losing enteropathies such as primary intestinal lymphangiectasia (PIL), the blind-ended initial lymphatics in the intestinal villi are significantly dilated and cause lymph leakage into the intestinal lumen. A standard procedure in managing the disease is to prescribe a low-fat diet supplemented with medium- (MCT) and short-chain TGs (SCT), which minimizes the lipid load of the lymphatics since they primarily absorb long-chain TGs (LCT) (76). The absence of high lipid load prevents the rupture of lacteals and hence reduced lymph leakage, yet the extent that the effectiveness of this therapy is a result of beneficial effects on the collecting mesenteric lymphatic pump remains unknown. Using a long-chain fluorescent fatty acid analog such as BODIPY C16 can help to better understand how downstream impairment of collecting lymphatic vessel lipid clearance might contribute to the observed overloading of the lacteals. Even before PIL symptoms develop, patients have shown delayed transport of lipid from the intestine, suggesting that lymphatic lipid transport function is compromised at an early stage of the disease (67). In addition, lymphatic phasic contraction was shown to be hindered in an isolated vessel model of gut inflammation, suggesting that lymphatic function might be compromised in inflammatory bowel diseases such as Crohn’s disease (3). Although alleviating the lipid burden on lymphatics is clinically beneficial in many of these intestinal disorders, the exact mechanisms of lymphatic failure and the interplay between the lipid absorption process and lymphatic function in these disease states is still unclear. The results presented here suggest that high concentrations of lipid can directly reduce lymphatic pump function, which would likely exacerbate the condition in a disease physiology where there is already substantial inflammation.

Obesity is one of the few established factors that predisposes patients to developing secondary lymphedema (33, 63). Additionally, several recent studies have demonstrated impaired function of the lymphatics in obesity (4, 33, 63, 82). LCTs constitute ~90% of the fat content in a typical Western diet so if lipid content is adversely affecting lymphatic pump function, it is likely to increase the chances of lymphedema since patients who have a reduced lymphatic functional capacity at baseline are at higher risk for developing lymphedema (82). It has also been shown that reducing the amount of LCT in diets of lymphedema patients and replacing them with MCT reduced peripheral edema (70). This edema reduction could be due to reduced formation of lymph, and hence less leakage in the affected limb, or to the fact that lower lipid content in lymph possibly restores lymphatic vessels to their normal functional capacity.
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